The objective of this study was to develop and evaluate a methodology for quantifying the contributions of modelling error terms, as well as individual joint torque, gravitational force and motion-dependent terms, to the generation of ground reaction force (GRF), whose true value can be measured with high accuracy using a force platform. Dynamic contributions to the GRF were derived from the combination of 1) the equations of motion for the individual segments, 2) the equations for constraint conditions arising from the connection of adjacent segments at joints, and 3) the equations for anatomical constraint axes at certain joints. The contribution of the error term was divided into four components caused by fluctuation of segment lengths, geometric variation in the constraint joint axes, and residual joint force and moment errors. The proposed methodology was applied to the running motion of thirteen rearfoot strikers at a constant speed of 3.3 m/s. Modelling errors arose primarily from fluctuations in support leg segment lengths and rapid movement of the virtual joint between the foot and ground during the first 20% of stance phase. The magnitudes of these error contributions to the vertical and anterior/posterior components of the GRF are presented alongside the nonerror contributions, of which the joint torque term was the largest.
Introduction
Human movement, which can feature high velocity and acceleration of a whole body or parts of one, is mainly driven by joint torques originating in muscle contractions. Since a human body consists of segments connecting at joints, the inertial matrix of the equation of motion for the system is non-diagonal and therefore a torque input about one joint axis can cause multi-axial angular accelerations of the body. This phenomenon is called dynamic coupling (Kane & Levinson, 1985) . Human movement is determined by equations of motion that describe causal relationships between input variables (e.g. joint torques) and output variables (e.g. horizontal and vertical accelerations of the whole-body's centre of gravity). If the accelerations of relevant body parts are known then the equations of motion can be used to derive the dynamic relationship between joint torques and the observed movements. Inducedacceleration analysis of this type has been demonstrated to be highly effective for quantifying the joint torque or muscle force contributions to biomechanical quantities such as the velocity and acceleration of the whole-body centre of gravity or end-point speed in complex multijoint sports motions such as running (Putnam, 1991; Sasaki & Neptune, 2006; Hamner et al., 2010; Hamner et al., 2013) , jumping (Koike et al., 2007) , throwing (Putnam, 1993; Hirashima et al., 2008; Naito and Maruyama, 2008) , kicking (Putnam, 1991; Putnam, 1993) and pedalling (Fregly & Zajac, 1996) .
Errors will, however, be generated during any induced-acceleration analysis that calculates the contribution of joint torques to body movements. Despite the fact that each segment of the human body consists of both rigid and soft-structure components, the body is usually modelled for simplicity as a set of linked rigid segments. Nominal values for body segment parameters such as length, mass and inertia are used in the analysis of sports motion, but the mechanical properties of the human body are not known precisely enough to allow for detailed modelling (Gruber et al., 1998) . For example, during an impact such as a heel strike in running the impact force causes rapid accelerations of the body, and soft tissue structures ("wobbling mass") may move with respect to the rigid part of the associated segment. The impact forces can also cause motion artefacts in markers attached to the skin. Limitations therefore inevitably arise during an induced-acceleration analysis based on a human body model consisting of linked rigid segments. Although a Residual Reduction Algorithm that modifies the observed motion data has been proposed in order to reduce errors in ground reaction force during dynamic simulation (Delp et al., 2007) , the contribution of modelling errors is not included in the analysis.
While estimating the magnitude of modelling errors is necessary for appropriate evaluation of the contributions from individual joint torques, the influences that specific errors have on the contributions of joint torques have never been demonstrated. Restrictions on the consideration of modelling errors can occur when joint or segment angles are selected as the generalized variables in deriving the equation of motion for the target system. Several previous induced-acceleration analyses have employed a Kane's method or Newton-Euler method approach using joint angular displacements as generalized variables (Zajac et al., 2002 (Zajac et al., , 2003 Hirashima et al., 2008; Naito & Maruyama, 2008) , but residual errors were not taken into account when deriving the equations of motion because to do so would make the analysis more complex due to the increased number of variables necessary for expression of the state of the system. It would thus become difficult to quantify the contribution of modelling errors to the generation of biomechanical quantities.
The objective of this study was to estimate the contributions from different sources of modelling error to ground reaction force values calculated using an induced-acceleration approach. The contribution of the error term to the ground reaction force can be divided into component terms arising from changes in segment lengths, geometric variation in the anatomical constraint joint axes, and residual errors in joint force and moment mainly due to errors in the body segment parameters. The proposed methodology was applied to the running motion at constant speed of rear-foot strikers. Developing methods for quantifying the contributions of modelling errors will complement existing methods for analysing the contribution of joint torques to whole body motion and aid investigation of the biomechanics of human movement.
Methods
In order to quantify the contribution of modelling errors in an induced-acceleration analysis, a methodology is proposed that derives an analytical model by coupling four types of equations: 1) equations of motion for each individual segment within the target system, 2) geometric constraint equations resulting from the connection of adjacent segments by joints, 3) joint constraint equations arising from consideration of the anatomical degrees of freedom for axes such as the varus /valgus axis at the knee and elbow joints, and 4) moment distribution equations which divide joint moment vectors into separate active and constraint joint torque vectors. 
where mk,i is the mass of the segment, xk,i is the position vector of the segment's centre of gravity (CG), f k,j is the joint force vector applied at the k,j-th joint by the more proximal segment to the more distal one, g is the gravitational acceleration vector, k,î I is the inertia matrix of the segment expressed in the global reference coordinate system, and k,i ω is the angular velocity vector for the segment. The vectors rk,i with barred subscripts cg-P and cg-D denote position vectors running from the CG of the segment to the proximal and distal endpoints of the segment, respectively. The vector nk,j is the moment vector applied about the k,j-th joint by the more proximal segment to the more distal one, which is calculated from inverse dynamics computations.
The equations for the foot segment in direct contact with the ground during the support phase are as follows:
where subscript 3,3 denotes the right foot segment, and the subscript COP denotes the centre of pressure at the contact point on the ground. fCOP and nCOP denote the ground reaction force and free moment vectors, respectively, acting on the foot; they were measured with a force platform.
In order to deal with modelling errors mainly caused by body segment parameter errors, which are inevitable when modelling the human body, residual error compensation force and moment vectors, fr and nr, acting at the top of head segment are introduced. The equations of translational and rotational motion for the head segment are written as follows: where M is the inertia matrix, and V is the generalized velocity vector consisting of linear velocity vectors and angular velocity vectors for all the segments. P is the coefficient matrix for vector F which contains all joint force vectors and the ground reaction force vector fCOP.
Q is the coefficient matrix for vector N which contains all joint moment vectors and the ground reaction free moment vector nCOP. H is the gyroscopic moment vector, and G is the vector due to the gravitational force. Pr and Qr are the coefficient matrices for the compensation vectors fr and nr.
Assuming that every segment is connected to its adjacent segment at a joint, the geometric constraint for linked segments can be expressed as:
where O3x1 is a zero matrix with three rows and one column. Additionally, in the case of motion with the foot contacting the ground, such as the support phase of running or walking, the ground-contact constraint can be obtained using the assumption that the foot segment of the support leg is connected with the ground at the COP by a virtual joint:
Differentiating each segment's geometric constraint equation (Equation 8) once with respect to time yields:
where vectors  k,i * r with barred subscripts cg-D and cg-P represent velocity vectors, expressed in the k,i-th segment coordinate system, arising from fluctuations in the lengths of the position vectors from the segment's CG to its distal and proximal ends, respectively. The constraint equation for all joints can be represented in matrix form as:
where C is the coefficient matrix for vector V, and  η is the vector consisting of the differences between the distal and proximal point velocity vectors at individual joints (see Appendix 2 for more detail).
The equations for the anatomical constraint axes (e.g. varus/valgus axis at elbow and knee joints), along which the joints cannot rotate freely, can be characterized as follows:
where ek,1,x and ek,2,z are unit vectors directed as shown in Figure 1 , and ϕk,i(t) is the inner product of the two unit vectors. In the figure, segment 1 denotes the upper arm or thigh, and segment 2 denotes the adjacent forearm or shank. When these unit vectors are perpendicular to each other, ( ) k,i t φ equals zero (Fujii & Hubbard, 2002) .
Differentiating the constraint equation once with respect to time yields a velocity constraint equation:
Differentiating all the anatomical constraint equations with respect to time yields a matrix form anatomical constraint equation:
where A is the coefficient matrix for vector V (see Appendix 3 for more detail).
The joint moment vector N can be considered to be the sum of an active joint torque vector Ta and a constraint joint torque vector Tp:
where the matrices Sa and Sp are the coefficient matrices for Ta and Tp, respectively (see Appendix 4 for more detail).
Dynamic equation of joint force vector including ground reaction force
Differentiating Equations (11) and (14) with respect to time yields constraint equations:
Substituting Equations (15), (16) and (17) into Equation (7) 
A dynamic equation for joint force vector F, which includes the ground reaction force, can be obtained as follows:
where AF,Ta and AF,G indicate coefficient matrices for the joint torque vector Ta 
Contributions to the generation of ground reaction force
The ground reaction force fGRF can be extracted from the generalized joint force vector F, which consists of all joint force vectors:
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In turn, the ground reaction force vector can be broken down into its components as follows:
where the terms CGRF,Ta, CGRF,V and CGRF,G indicate the contributions to the ground reaction force vector of the joint torque term, the motion-dependent term, and the gravity term respectively; and In the inverse dynamics calculation, the GRF data are used to obtain static components of the joint torques via a static relationship between FGRF (the ground reaction force vector)
and Ta,sup (the support leg active joint torque vector) as follows:
where J is the Jacobian matrix consisting of the outer product matrices of position vectors pointing to the COP from the individual joint centres. Since the number of DOFs associated with Ta,sup and FGRF are seven (three at the hip, two at each of the knee and ankle joints) and three (X, Y and Z in the global coordinate system), respectively, the dimensions of the transposed Jacobian matrix are seven by three. It is, therefore, impossible to obtain the magnitude of the contributions to the GRF from individual joint torques by using the inverse matrix of J T (i.e. FGRF=(J T ) -1 Ta,sup ) because the inverse matrix of the Jacobian does not exist due to the singularity of that matrix. By contrast, in the analysis of dynamic contributions of individual joint torques to the GRF, it is possible to determine the magnitude of these individual contributions by using equations of motion for the whole body.
Data collection
Thirteen male participants (rear-foot strikers; age: 30.5 ± 6.1 years; height: 1.74 ± 0.03 m; body mass: 70.7 ± 7.5 kg) participated in this study. Written informed consent was given prior to their participation, and approval for the experiment was obtained from the institution's ethics committee. The participants were asked to run under a constant speed condition (3.3 m/s) after accelerating over a distance of 15 m. The running speed was measured using photo cells (IRD-T175, Brower Timing System, Utah, USA) set 5 m apart, and only trials within 3%
of the speed condition were included in the analysis. It should be noted that no trials contained any periods of double support. Forty-seven reflective markers were attached to the participant's body (Figure 3 ), as described in Suzuki et al. (2014) , and their 3-dimensional coordinate data were captured with a motion capture system consisting of 16 infrared cameras (VICON-MX, Vicon Motion Systems Ltd., Oxford, UK). The proximal endpoint of the lower torso was defined as the mid-point of the markers affixed to the lower ends of the right and left ribs. One force platform (9287B, Kistler Inc., Winterthur, Switzerland) provided the ground reaction force (GRF) data that were required to calculate the net joint moment. The motion capture system and the force platform were synchronized with data being sampled at 250 Hz and 1000 Hz, respectively. The coordinate data were smoothed with a fourth-order zero-phaseshift Butterworth low-pass digital filter whose optimal cut-off frequencies were determined by the residual method (Wells & Winter, 1980) The joint torques about the individual joint axes were calculated using the inverse dynamics approach. The contributions of the joint torque, motion-dependent torque term, gravitational term and residual modelling error terms to the generations of the ground reaction force were calculated from Equation (21). All times were normalised with respect to the percentage of the stance phase duration, and the contributions of individual terms were averaged across the participants at normalised times from 0 to 100% of the stance phase.
The influence of the choice of low-pass cut-off frequency for smoothing on the magnitude of the modelling error terms was investigated by quantifying the average contribution of each individual error term to the GRF over the duration of the stance phase, as calculated by Equation (23). These contributions were determined for frequencies ranging 
The relative contributions of the total modelling error term (the sum of the four sources identified in Equation 23) and the three non-error terms to the GRF components were also calculated as a percentage across the whole phase:
Similarly, the relative contribution of each individual error term to the total modelling error was calculated as a percentage across the whole phase:
where Cj,i and i are same as those in Equation (23).
Results
The sum of the individual contributions matched the measured vertical ground reaction force throughout the phase (Figure 4a ). The joint torque term was the largest contributor to the vertical ground reaction force over the entire support duration (Figure 4b Hz, and then to 25 and 50 Hz (Table 1a) . Similarly, with the exception of the residual force error term when the cut-off frequency was changed from 5 to 15 Hz, the contribution to the anterior/posterior component of the GRF from each error term also increased with cut-off frequency (Table 1b) . The average contribution to the GRF components over the stance phase remained below 1.5%, however, for the error terms relating to joint anatomical constraint axis fluctuation, residual force and residual moment. The contribution from the segment length fluctuation term was most sensitive, as a percentage of the GRF, to the choice of cut-off frequency, increasing to 6.7 % and 11.0% for the vertical and anterior/posterior components, respectively, at a cut-off frequency of 50 Hz.
**** Table 1 near here****
Discussion
To the best of the authors' knowledge, this study is the first to propose a method for detailed estimation of the influence of modelling errors on derived contributions to variables such as the ground reaction force. The sources of error considered here included body segment parameter errors, geometric measurement errors caused by the fluctuation in position of markers attached to body segments arising from skin motion artefacts, and modelling errors mainly due to segments' elastic deformation. The method has been shown to be effective in determining the contributions to the ground reaction forces from both individual joint torques and a number of sources of modelling error: the new model generated contributions from the named model and error terms whose sum was equal to the measured ground reaction force.
By contrast, it is difficult for conventional methods, which utilise Kane's method or the Newton-Euler method, to derive dynamics equations for the ground reaction force because they are unable to take account of fluctuations in segment length or anatomical constraint angles.
The largest error contributions to the ground reaction force in the present study arose from fluctuations in segment length (Figures 5a and 7a ) especially at the support leg ankle joint and the virtual joint at ground (Figure 8) . However, the magnitudes of these error Where the influence of segment length fluctuations is large, the associated errors might be reduced by using an approach such as the point cluster technique (Andriacchi et al., 1998) , although the attachment of large numbers of markers is time consuming.
Although the ground reaction force is distributed over the contact surface of the foot segment, where the support-leg foot segment touches its environment (i.e. the ground surface), the model used in this paper assumes that the ground reaction force acts at the COP of the foot and that the foot segment connects to the surface via a virtual joint situated between the ground surface and the COP of the foot segment. Despite the fact that the contact points distributed over the surface of the foot do not move in the foot segment coordinate system, except in the case of foot segment deformation, the COP defined as a representative joint centre point moves largely along the longitudinal axis of the foot during the support phase of rear-foot strikers. This motion causes the overestimation of segment length fluctuations due to the rapid movement of the COP that occurs when using the COP as the virtual joint between the foot and ground. Smoothing with a polynomial function during the induced acceleration analysis would be an effective way to avoid overestimating the contribution of the fluctuation of the COP. When using foot pressure sensing devices (Woodburn & Helliwell, 1996; Putti et al., 2007) , or instrumented shoe soles equipped with a number of force sensors (Moriyasu et al., 2010) , the actual contact points can be defined from the sensor positions fixed to the foot segment rather than being estimated from the position of the COP. Additionally, the use of three points fixed to the support-leg foot segment, with forces exerted at those points that are calculated so as to satisfy the equilibrium conditions with respect to force and moment at COP, would be an effective way in the future to reduce the error arising from the COP's fluctuation because the points of the virtual joint between the foot and ground would be fixed to the foot segment.
A number of the possible sources of modelling error made only very small contributions to the calculated ground reaction force. For example, the contributions from the residual force and moment applied at the top of head hardly influenced the outcome. Whether the residual force input is applied at the top of head segment, to the upper trunk segment at the neck joint, or to the upper trunk segment at the torso joint, its contribution to the ground reaction force remains negligible. These results show that neither a Residual Reduction Algorithm (Delp et al., 2007) nor any parameter modification (Kuo, 1998) term is similar to an angular acceleration driven system for inducing GRF.
The quantification of modelling error distribution without modification of the measured motion (as done by Delp et al., 2007) , and without implementation of dynamic simulation (Kepple et al., 1997; Delp et al., 2007) , is useful for clarifying the limitations of modelling the human body as linked rigid segments with nominal values for the body segment parameters, and should be implemented to evaluate the accuracy of the modelling process. The proposed approach is also beneficial when checking the accuracy of the derivation of the equations of motion for a complex system consisting of a number of segments, such as the whole body, This study has demonstrated that where GRF is chosen as the outcome variable, the contributions from the modelling error are typically small relative to the component associated with joint torques. During the period when they are not negligible, approximately corresponding to initial contact, the current analysis approach allows the origins of those errors to be identified. Modelling errors may be greater where other kinds of variables, such as the joint forces at neck and torso joints, are selected for evaluation because these joints are close to the top of the head where the residual force is being applied. It is, therefore, necessary to check the influences of the modelling error terms in each individual case. Investigation of other types of parameter, such as joint forces, joint constraint moments, whole-body angular momentum with respect to particular axes, and translational and angular velocities of specified segments will also be needed in order to better understand the mechanisms of sporting movements. 
Conclusions

Appendices Appendix 1
Details of the matrices identified in the dynamical equations in Equation (7) are as follows.
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